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1.0 PURPOSE OF THIS QUICK REFERENCE
The purpose of this quick reference is to provide Supply Sergeants with
information they need NOW on how to use three features added to the CCDF web site
since Version 1.4 (w/Change 1) of the CCD User Handbook was distributed.
Recommend that this Quick Reference be retained with the User Handbook. When
version 2.0 of the CCD User Handbook is released, it will include this information.
Questions and comments relative to this reference document may be directed to
your Central Clothing Distribution (CCD) Program State Administrator.

2.0 THE ON-LINE DOCUMENT REGISTER
2.1 GENERAL
Effective 1 April 2001, the CCDF maintains a suite of three on-line document
registers that automatically record unit orders and any backorders created and enter
status. Unit involvement is limited to a requirement to acknowledge receipt of the
shipment. The requirement to maintain a separate document register at unit level is
terminated.
The document registers are accessed from the CCDF Main Menu by clicking the
DOCUMENT REGISTER button. The Document Register home page (figure 2-1) is
displayed. Clicking on their button on this page accesses each of the three
registers.
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Figure 2-1. Document Register Home Page

2.2

PENDING ORDERS REGISTER
The Pending Orders Register (figure 2-2) lists orders received by the CCDF but

not yet shipped. When an order is shipped, the entry automatically migrates to the
Shipped Register.

Figure 2-2. Pending Orders Register
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2.3

SHIPPED ORDERS REGISTER
The Shipped Orders Register (figure 2-3) displays document register entries for

orders shipped by the CCDF but not marked as received by the unit. When the unit
receives the shipment, supply personnel access the document register, click the
RECEIVED button on the appropriate line, and the entry automatically migrates to the
Received Register.

Figure 2-3. Shipped Orders Register

2.4

RECEIVED ORDERS REGISTER
Documents acknowledged as received by supply personnel (see. 4.4.3) migrate to

the Received Orders Register (figure 2-4) and remain displayed on that register for 30
days following acknowledgement of receipt. Concurrently, the document record is
posted to the Unit Order History File and may be accessed by using the Unit Order
History Report function (see 10.3.4). Thirty days after the acknowledgement of receipt,
the document entry is automatically removed from the Received Register but the
transaction remains accessible by using the Unit Order History Report function.
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Figure 2-4. Received Orders Register

3.0 ON-LINE REPORTS
3.1

ACCESSING ONLINE REPORTS

To access the online reports, lick on the

button on the CCDF main menu

screen (Figure 3-1).

Figure 3-1. CCDF Main Menu
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The Clothing Report Engine screen (Figure 3-2) will appear. Select the desired
report from the Report Name dropdown menu. Define the period to be covered, using
the Start Date and the End Date dropdown menus. Select the DODAAC from the
dropdown menu. (The DODAACs appearing on the dropdown menu are those that the
user’s LOGIN ID allows them to access.) When the choices noted have been made, click
the Run Report button.
Note that the Soldier Demand History and Soldier Order History reports are
accessed slightly differently, by entering the SSAN rather than by selecting a DODAAC.
NEVER fill in more than one of the three primary search fields (State, DODAAC or
SSAN).

Figure 3-2, Clothing Report Engine Screen

3.2

ONLINE REPORTS

3.2.1 Soldier Demand History Report

This report (figure 3-3) displays a list of items supplied to a specific soldier
identified by SSAN over a specified period of time.
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Figure 3-3, Soldier Demand History Report

3.2.2

Soldier Order History Report

This report (figure 3-4) displays a history, by NSN and quantity, of items issued
to a specific soldier, identified by SSAN, over a specified period of time.

Figure 3-4, Soldier Order History Report

3.2.3 Unit Demand History Report

This report (figure 3-5) consists of a listing of clothing items ordered by a specific
unit over a specified period of time. The report is generally used to see the volume of
items ordered arrayed by type of item. The Procurement Grouping Code (PGC)
aggregates like items (i.e., all combat boots are rolled up on a single line under PGC
01895).
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Figure 3-5,Unit Demand History Report

3.2.4 Unit Order History Report

This report (figure 3-6) displays an order history for a specific DODAAC for a
specific time period.

Figure 3-6, Unit Order History Report
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3.2.5 Unit Order History Report – Detailed

This report (figure 3-7) is similar to the Unit Order History Report (3.2.4 above),
except that it details the orders by item. Command Supply Discipline Teams desiring a
list of all items issued to a unit during a specified period, arrayed by soldier, will likely
select this report.

Figure 3-7, Unit Order History Report- Detailed

3.2.6 Online Reports Not Generally Used by Units
3.2.6.1

General

The following reports are available to units, but primarily intended for the use of
commands in monitoring trends.
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3.2.6.2

Bulk Order Report

This report (figure 3-8) lists all bulk orders received from units in the State (and
subsequently shipped) in the specified period.

Figure 3-8, Bulk Order Report

3.2.6.3

Emergency Urgency Report

This report (figure 3-9) lists the priorities applied by units to their orders for the
period selected. Frequent use of emergency (air or ground) urgency by a unit indicates a
broken process somewhere. It could be lack of prior planning at unit level, late
notification of selection for school training or some other disconnect that imposes
unnecessary costs on the supply system and requires a fix. Supply economy and stewardship considerations suggest the need for command attention to the underlying problem(s).

Figure 3-9, Emergency Urgency Report
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3.3

MANIPULATING THE DATA
The reports cannot be sorted online. It is fairly easy, however, to manipulate the

data by placing it into an Excel® spreadsheet and then using the Sort function of Excel®.
The CCDF is not responsible to provide assistance with or validate the results of data
manipulated using this process. Use the following procedure:
•

Highlight all the data, including column titles, on the online report. (Make
sure you remember the total number of rows and the columns involved.)

•

Right click, select Copy and release the button.

•

Open a new Excel® speadsheet.

•

Highlight the same number of rows and columns on the excel spreadsheet.

•

Right click, select Paste and release the button.

•

Keeping the area pasted highlighted, on the toolbar select Format, Column,
Autofit Selection.

•

To sort the data, on the toolbar select Data, Sort and then select the desired
sorting criteria.

4.0 QUICK LINK TO VIEW ORDER CONTENTS
4.1

GENERAL
The CCDF Web site now allows users to see what items were ordered on a

particular document by merely clicking on the document number. This function is
available from the Order Status Screen and all three document register pages (Pending,
Shipped and Received).

4.2

USING THE QUICK CLICK FEATURE
Clicking on the document number (figure 4-1) will display a CCDF Form 3 listing

all of the items on the original order (figure 4-2). If any of the items on the original order
were placed on backorder, the quantity will be shown as zero and the item will be listed
on the backorder document (original document number appended with a “B”.)
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Figure 4-1, Order Status Screen

Figure 4-2, List of Items Ordered
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PROBLEMS CONNECTING?
If you are on a military network (RCAS) and are unable to connect using the
www.ngmmc.ngb.army.mil address, try to connect using the www.ngmmc.com address.
While a connection to the .com site will likely be too slow for your use, the ability to
make that connection validates that the problem connecting to the .mil address is due to
problems with the .mil network. If the attempt to connect to .com is successful, contact
the .mil help desk at DSN 327-9614, Ext. 3 or 1-800-821-3097, Ext. 3. (Help desk hours
are 0600-1800 M-F and 0800-1800 Sat and Sun.) Let the help desk know that they
should refer to their ticket as a “CCDF Problem”. However, if you connected using a
military network, do NOT attempt to use the CCDF’s .com address to place an order.
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